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Stage 1 Consultation on the Scheme for the Establishment of 
Community Councils 

Questionnaire on Boundaries & Composition February – April 2017 

Response to the online questionnaire was lower than we had hoped (15 
respondents).  Responses came from people living in 7 different community 
council areas.  Most (12) had experience of community council meetings. 

Significant responses, comments and their analysis are shown in the Table 
below.  Conclusions on the suggestions of a need to change boundaries and 
composition were based on the following criteria: 

i. The ease with which existing boundaries and composition facilitate 
participation in community council activity 

ii. the viability of the resulting community council; and  
iii. whether or not the area reflects, as far as is practicable, a natural 

community 

The questionnaire was one source of information for the review.  Decisions on 
outcomes were also informed by conclusions from direct dialogue with 
community councillors and from the results of a complementary questionnaire 
carried out to coincide with the review. 
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Boundaries and Composition  

 Comment Council Response Outcome 

 Boundaries   

1 

it seems to reflect Clackmannan boundry . but not 

sure if it attracts representatives from outwith 

Clackmannan village 

Comments received since the 2011 Review indicate that 
Kennet and Forestmill benefit from being part of the same 
community council area as Clackmannan.  Although it is not 
currently the case, residents in the smaller areas have become 
community councillors in this time,.   We are not aware of any 
strong concerns about the current boundary.  

No change to Clackmannan 
boundary. 

2 The boundaries for Tillicoultry, Devonside & 

Coalsnaughton seem reasonable 

 

Agree.  We understand from comments received since the 
2011 Review that people living in Coalsnaughton / Devonside 
see a natural link with Tillicoultry. 

No change to Tillicoultry 
Coalsnaughton & Devonside  
boundary 

3 I personally think that the ward for Alloa 

Community Council is a bit too big and should be 

split between East and West.   

We feel that the boundary covering the whole of 

Alloa is far too big for Alloa Community Council 

and feel that Alloa would need to be broken into 

two parts either North and South or East and 

West.  This would better reflect the communities 

and make community councillors and meetings 

The prime criterion for a community council area is that it 
represent what residents feel is a natural community. 

At the 2011 Review after which the 3 Alloa community councils 
were replaced by one for the whole area, persuasive 
arguments were received in favour of a single Alloa 
Community Council area.  A single area would be clearer to 
residents and easier administratively. At the time and since 
then, there have been affirmations to the effect that Alloa 
residents do not identify with one of two areas (East –West or 
North-South) but feel they live in Alloa as a whole. 

Keep under review and discuss 
further with Alloa Community 
Council  the practicalities 
arising from the size of the 
area they represent. 
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much more accessible than in the current format Alloa Community Council acknowledges the challenges f the 
scale of their area but has not raised their boundary as a 
problem to be addressed by this Review. 

4 Exisitng boundary works well for the Muckhart 

community 

 

Agree.  We have had no information since the 2011 Review to 
indicate that people do not think the Muckhart boundary 
reflects a natural community. 

No change to Muckhart 

boundary. 

5 

Apparently my CC area is Alloa and yet my voting 

area is east alloa (C) 

As community council areas are usually smaller than the 
smallest political boundaries, there is no aspiration to align 
community council boundaries with Wards.  In keeping with the 
community-based role, elections for community councils are 
conducted on a community-by-community basis, not using 
existing political districts. 

Discuss with community 
councils ways to clarify 
distinction between voting 
areas for Elected Members and 
for community councillors, but 
no change to boundary to align 
with political districts.  

6 
The Boundary Commission will be altering 

Constituency boundaries in the near future. 59 

Constituencies will be reduced to 53. Therefore, 

there is an argument for amalgamating Community 

Councils. At present Clackmannanshire has 5 

wards. One of which has two community councils 

and between them they are entitled to elect 28 

Community Councilors. At present Tullibody, 

Cambus & Glenochil only have 7 Community 

Councillors representing a population of 9,167. 

Menstrie is entitled to elect 14 Community 

Councillors representing a population of 2,794. 

That means that between them Menstrie, 

Tullibody,Cambus & Glenochil have a population of 

The proposals for constituency changes do not affect 
Clackmannanshire’s wards and create no imperative for 
mergers on a more local scale.   

Unlike political districts, there is no requirement for community 
councils to be of similar population and there is no set 
population : representation ratio.  We believe the best criteria 
for a community council area is what the residents themselves 
consider a natural community and that most people identify 
with the physical and social geography rather than electoral 
boundaries.  

It is the official position of Menstrie Community Council that 
their current boundary is the viable one for their community. 

The scale of the Tullibody Cambus & Glenochil area is 

No change to Menstrie 
boundary. 

Keep boundary of Tullibody 
Cambus & Glenochil under 
review but no change at this 
point. 
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11,961. Alloa is entitled to elect 16 Community 

Councillors with a population of 13,297. It only 

seems sensible to unite 

Menstrie,Tullibody,Cambus & Glenochil into one 

community council within the district ward they 

belong to with 16 members eligible to represent 

11,961 within one ward.  

potentially problematic but in recognition of the presumed lack 
of viability of smaller areas the Community Council  did not 
make official representation to change it  

7 

The word 'Council' in the name is off-putting. 

Community councils were created by statute which is where 
the origins of the terminology lie. We are sympathetic to this 
point but believe not using the term ‘community council’ it could 
undermine the status of community councils in fulfilling their 
statutory function .  It could also create confusion amongst the 
Public Services who engage with community councils and the 
electorate if it is not clear in the name what the nature of the 
community group is, especially if there is more than one 
community group in the area. 

 The Scheme does not need to change for the Council to 
discuss the public image of community councils.   

Continue dialogue about 
making the concept of 
community councils more 
attractive but no provision to be 
added to the content of the 
Scheme regarding dropping 
the term itself. 

 
Numbers of community 
councillors 

  
  

8 

7   - no more required  

This is a much smaller number than the current provision and 
although we agree that it is a good number for an effective 
meeting, in practice, community councils welcome having a 
larger pool of members to share workload and from which to 
appoint smaller working groups. 

The current Scheme does not prevent community councils 
from dividing the work amongst a more practicable number of 

Check Scheme for content 
which discourages flexible 
working.  No reduction in 
composition. 
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people. 

 

9 12 

A minimum of 12.  It would be good for a 

community councillor per area ie Fiaryburn, Alloa 

Town Centre, Alloa Mar, Alloa East etc but I know 

this is very difficult to achieve.  We forget that they 

are volunteers and majority work full time so we 

need to consider that fact.  Alloa has a massive 

population and is increasing all the time therefore 

number of community councillor per head in 

population needs to be realistic. 

12 - allows for a fair representation of different 

views matching those across the area. Allow for a 

range of knowledge / work experience / ideas to 

better address challenges of living in a small, rural 

community. 

Enough to ensure that there are a core group of 

regular attenders who can be representative of the 

community. Depends on the composition of the 

members. T, C, D Community Council seem to get a 

fair representation at meetings with their 14 

members and they is representation for all of the 

villages. 

These comments suggest the current provision is roughly 
correct.  We recognise the need to be realistic about 
representation being in proportion to population and at the 
same time allowing for the fact that people are community 
councillors in their spare time.  

We note the point that working with a few above the ideal 
number for an effective meeting should help a community 
council recruit people with a variety of skills representing 
different geographic areas within the community council 
boundaries. 

Whilst the current Scheme does not prevent community 
councils from encouraging  and managing geographic spread, 
we have in the past considered making provision to enforce 
geographic and/or demographic spread.  However, this could 
place unrealistic constraints on the community and is not in the 
spirit of self-determination which we hope to foster.. 

Points are noted.  Membership 
numbers will be maintained at 
current levels or similar. 
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10 Alloa boundary is too big as we feel breaking in 

two then 10 to 15 community councillors would be 

ideal.  Ideally a co,,unity councillor dealing with 

each area such as the elected members who 

benefit the communities of alloa. 

If it is agreed to divide Alloa into two. this suggestion in favour 
of similar numbers or higher than the current provision for 
areas of this population is potentially complex but feasible.  

To be kept under review. 

11 It would seem to be a reasonable proportionate 

representation although recruiting and retaining 

members is difficult. 

We note the point that what is practicable is as important as 
what is ideal.  . Our approach to such a challenge is that the 
provision for numbers should  make it easy for community 
councils to function 

No action. 

12 14 is acceptable but there needs to be a better 

representation of the community i.e make younger 

people want to participate - a room full of age 50 + 

people don't represent the diversity of the 

community  

This comment is for numbers on the higher side of current 
provision.  We agree with the point that community councils 
need to have sufficient scope in membership numbers to 
reflect the diversity of their communities. The current Scheme 
neither prevents nor enforces breadth of age representation.  
[See response to point 9] 

Point is accommodated in the 
Scheme. No action as regards 
membership numbers. 

13 Allow, should have at least 20 

The number of community councillors does not 

really tie up with the population of the area.  I 

know it is somewhat difficult to get the community 

councillors but I think amendments need to be 

made as I personally do not think the one we have 

at the moment is working 

The community council should have at least 18 

members and where less than 9 attend it should 

These comments are for slightly higher numbers than current 
provision.  We note the instinct people have that a higher 
population merits higher numbers. However, patterns of 
participation tell us that a requirement for higher numbers will 
also present challenges. 

We agree that there should be a minimum below which a 
meeting should not be quorate and this requirement already 
exists within the current framework.  We understand two 
significant points in this comment: that the respondent feels 
that number is in principle half and that nine is an acceptable 
minimum number. 

The principle is accommodated 
in the Scheme.  No increase  to 
Alloa’s numbers. 
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not be Quorate even when apologies are given. 

14 Don't think it can be too high as community 

councils seem to be struggling to make quorums 

most to the time. 

We note the point that it should be as easy as possible for 
community councils to attain a quorum. However, in principle, 
higher numbers raise the quorum so this would not always 
prevent the problem and could create its own challenges. 

Maintain maximum – minimum 
differentials.  No  increase in 
maximum membership 
numbers. 

15 Odd numbers better for voting.  

Should the number not be an odd number so that 

when everyone's present any vote couldn't be 

tied? 

Records show that usually there are absences from most 
community council meetings but we feel this is a good point of 
principle which sends a strong democratic message.  

Adjust membership numbers to 
facilitate democratic voting 
under  optimum numbers  

 Other comments   
 

16 Community Councils should represent the people 

of their area in all areas, and not simply a 

mouthpiece for the council planning committees 

etc.  

I think cc need more powers to have more impact 

in the community they seem a bit lost. More 

events like The community matters are a good way 

to engage with the community. be struggling to 

make quorums most to the time.  

How community councils fulfil their role is partly determined by 
how the people they represent participate and partly by the 
interests and skills of the people elected.  Their scope is not 
dictated by nor limited by the content of the Scheme. 

Amend the content of the 
Scheme slightly to better 
describe the role of a 
community council and ensure 
scope for local tailoring of 
meeting practice . 
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Community Councils should represent the people 

of their area in all areas, and not simply a 

mouthpiece for the council planning committees 

etc. 

I think cc need more powers to have more impact 

in the community they seem a bit lost. More 

events like The community matters are a good way 

to engage with the community. 

I think the community councils need to be seen to 

be going good practical work in the community 

and being representative and not just talking 

shop/reports.  

17 Whilst appreciating the fact that not everyone can 

attend every meeting if someone wishes to join 

and elected then they should always attend every 

meeting where possible! There are community 

councils where numerous members do not attend 

even 40% of the meetings, meaning they meet 

without being Quorate many many times. 

It is clear that how community councils operate should be 
compatible with people’s lifestyles.  The balance between 
numbers, the quorum and attendance is discussed in  the 
Section on Numbers of Community Councillors above. 

No action  

  
 

 

 

 


